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 Background: The study titled as “representing the marital relations strengthening in 
Iran cinema during 2011”. Cinema as a media provided people with informational 

attractive images on values, norms, roles to show different marital relations and 

difficulties or issues are faced in families. Objective: The main purpose of the study is 

to recognize the strengthening of marital relations in the third decade of Iran cinema, as 

well as knowing the rhythm, and discussed issues at the scene, identifying the 

commitment, trusting and understanding can be referred as sub-goals. In fact the main 
objective of the research is to know whether the marital relations strengthening are 

focused in screened movies during 2001. The population is the movies produced during 

the 80s which were selected from 100 movies, among them 13 movies were selected as 
a sample and their scenes were analyzed. The methodology, content analysis, unit of 

analysis, scene, the sampling method is combinational with two multi stage techniques 

and purposeful. In research theoretical framework, two communication theories of 
agenda-setting and use and gratification as well as social theory of equal partner is used. 

Results After analyzing the movies by descriptive and inferential statistics and 

providing one or two dimensional tables, the data will be analyzed. Totally, 
strengthening the marital relationship can be seen in 170 scenes, the same scenes are 

not shown in 168 scenes. Conclusion: Despite the strengthening is not occurred distant 

from the next statement, so the difficulty is not referred to not strengthening but it is for 
how to represent the relationships because the elements such as their mutual 

commitment of spouses, the reliability, care and attention, autonomy and freedom in 
marital life are considered separately in mass Medias. But they do not conduct it in 

suitable frames accurately. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Contemporarily as information era, information and communicational community, the great part of 

generation socialization will be realized via media.  

 Today mass media such as TV and cinema are able in showing suitable life models through different local 

programs especially movies, entertainment and news are able to provide proper models, they also emphasize on 

desirable and undesirable norms in the society using social realities and projecting them through movie and 

entertainment. 

 Although mass media are able to influence all classes of the society but the main impact related to 

institutions such as family.  

 Considering the influential role of media messages and people impressibility from them, investigating and 

analyzing the role of the movies on audiences’ criteria and lifestyle especially on their marital relations made it 

as a suitable subject for scientific research.  

 

Identification of Research Problem and Definition: 

 Since the movies play a main role in constructing people culture which in turn is based on all aspects of the 

people life, ignoring it can be associated with irreparable losses, thus being careful and sensitive toward it is 

very important. Therefore it is required that the producers pay more attentions to families and providing 

appropriate models of marital relations in their movies.  

 The main purpose of the study is to represent the strengthening of the marital relationships in Iran 2001 

cinema. In fact, we want to answers to the question that whether the content of the movies presented at Iran 

cinema during 2001 focused on strengthening marital relations or lead to weakening them. The main motivation 
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was stimulated by watching the movies in which inappropriate confrontation such as struggling and unusual 

behavior beginning from a petty and insignificant issue to subjects and problems such as disloyalty and secret 

intimacy are shown.  

 Such that the directors` approach was vary neglectful toward the issues and may lead to normalizing the 

unhealthy relations in families which impact audience mind directly or indirectly and in turn can be formed 

unconsciously as a pattern of marital relations with several negative consequences, otherwise the constructive 

films which provide proper and positive family lifestyles can be emerged as a suitable familial models in 

families (sinha S.P and Mukerjec-N. The study intended to show and analysis the interactions between spouses 

and their behavioral relations using representing the strengthening of marital relationships between them.   

 

The Necessity and Importance of the Problem: 

 In order to find the importance and the necessity of the subject, it is enough to know that we want to live in 

a healthy, dynamic society with sustainable development. Family is considered as fundamental institute in 

society, so by creating a suitable relationship between the spouses, a family would find a desirable condition.  

 Therefore a healthy and dynamic community along with desired and ideal purpose would be achieved. In 

the context, the importance and impact of movies on family institute especially on marital relations can be 

noted. So the necessity of the research can be justified in the form of two essentialities:   

 

Theoretical or Scientific Importance and Necessity: 

 Performing the research, provide us with the styles of reflecting the relationships between young couples 

and criteria to plan the relations.  

 

Practical/social Necessity and Importance: 

 In this aspect of necessity, solving social problems caused by the different conditions would be possible for 

authorities through implementing the identified criteria and messages, as well as representing young couples` 

relationships via media to take required actions and appropriate planning to solve them. 

 

Literature: 

 The subject of the research, strengthening relationships in movies is a new unexampled one. But the topics 

such as "Reviewing the role of TV Familial series on spouses` relations“was a case study from Tehran 8th 

region of municipality by Mahnaz Ebrahimi, student in M.A of Communication from Allameh Tabatabaie 

University in Tehran, also the other one titled as the efficient factors on spouses` relations in family conducted 

by Mahsan Behnood, student in M.A of sociology are available as closest research to our topic. 

 

Objectives: 

 Main purpose:  

- The purpose of the study is to represent the strengthening of marital relations in Iran 2001 cinema. 

 

Goals of Relationship:  

- Understanding the relationship between antagonist and marital relations strengthening in the scene.  

- Understand the relationship between educational level, social class and personality of men and women in 

strengthening marital relation in the scene.  

- Understanding the relationship between violence, commitment, care and attention, and strengthen marital 

relation in the scene.  

 

Theoretical Arrangement of Research Topics: 

Definition of Cinema: 

 What is the Cinema? As Hitchcock says it is show of shadows on a rectangle surface but conventional, they 

can be percept in several ways, because they are just shadows. Sometimes it is said cinema is too new to be 

analyzed like other traditional arts accurately. 

 Also, it is noted that because of its dependency to technology, Cinema cannot be encountered as if all its 

potentials are disclosed. All the views may essentially be irrelevant [2]. 

 

Strengthening the Foundations of Marital relations: 

 Love and affection are factors of unity between spouses and make their relations safeguarded and stable, the 

great part of their tensions may be eliminated and egocentrism can be hidden between them. However, love is 

not enough to sustain the marriage lonely. Sustaining the unity in marriage entails the other factors which must 

be created by spouses in married life if not exist. The guarding and strengthening factor in the marital 

relationship are:  commitment, loyalty, devotion, trust, priority and spending time, attention and care. 
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1) Expressing love and sincerity: Duration of being together and acuteness of intimacy cannot ensure a 

successful marriage but it is warranted by depth and severity of expressing love and attachment [1]. A woman 

wants to be the best closest friend for her own husband. No one may be satisfied by just being a mother for her 

children and managing household affairs.  But she actually requires experiencing a friendly relationship with her 

partner and preparing a pleasant space for him. 

2) Priorities and time spending: No relationship can grow without time spending and efforts. Cooperation will 

expand mutually satisfying relationship. Spending time and other efforts such as holiday programs and 

participating in courses for marriage enrichment is necessary for having a stabile marriage [5]. 

3) Expressing the emotion: caring and paying attention to the needs: Attention to spouse needs must be at least 

as same as the attention may be paid to our own needs, it was seen that expressing the affection will increase the 

quality of the marital relationship. It is important that couples discuss how they think about each other, their 

marital relations, life and goals as well as show their love to each other. Expressing emotion means that you 

should identify your emotions and then express them; sketching the needs means that how you can plan you’re 

demanding to achieve your wishes without any passive and vindictive behavior, show assertiveness and 

pronunciation. If spouses are weak in each of the skills, their relations may be hurt, and in lacking of the skills, 

they are sentenced to be failed [8]. 

4) Commitment: It is an expectation to sustain your marital relations in any condition and despite of any 

problems. You should think about continuing your married life like your relationship with your brothers or 

sisters which may never be threatened. The perception of “I never leave my wife/husband in difficulties”, show 

that husband and wife are responsible for each other in sickness or health, comfort or discomfort or wealth and 

poverty. Responsibility is as a benchmark or sign of obligation and it is a criterion for spouses to measure 

themselves [9]. 

5) Trust: The trust fundamentally is mutual respect and acceptance of differences. Creating trust between two 

people needs time and it requires coordination between the couple [10]. 

6) Mutual respect: means valuation, accepting individuality, saving own and other`s privacy. Respecting is to 

know that humankind is valuable existence and it must not be considered as a tool to be used or thing to be 

exploited. 

7) Self-determination: it is contrast of control and is the level of freedom and choice we bestowed to other one 

in a relationship to make interaction. Meanwhile control and deprival of autonomy may be done intending 

benevolence or exploitation [4]. 

 

Communication Skills and its Relationship with Marital Compatibility: 

 Marital compatibility is a situation in which spouses feel happiness, satisfaction from each other. 

Compatibility in marital relations is created through mutual interests, taking care of each other, acceptance and 

understanding each other and satisfying the needs [12].  

 For a satisfactory marriage it is essential to establish and sustain an effective communication which requires 

learning how to partake in thoughts, feelings, positive feedback and expressing appreciation, having or not 

having communication skills is effective on marital adjustment state. Ineligible communication as well as 

ambiguous or conditional relations or experience in incompatibility is effective in marital adjustment Wilcox, 

K., and James D. Laird [13].  Communication skills include behaviors that preserve marriage. Studies have 

shown that communication skills are defined by variables such as perceived of equality, expressing love and 

heartiness, proximity and interdependence, reasonable resolution of conflicts and tensions in dialogues, 

commitment and trust to each other, cooperation and time spending for each other, having actual criticism and 

finally flexibility [2]. 

 

Interaction between Media and Family: 

 Today, the media and powerful institutes act parallel to family and sometimes they are more influential on 

families’ direct training and new generations due to its attractions, beauties and wonders they create. 
 Among plenty of movies, there are many of cinema valuable and permanent works which in turn show a 
part of values and norms dominated on families. Iran cinema, affected by masters of the art, has produced 
familial films from the earliest years of its serious existence and imitated the style of foreign films particularly 
American and Indian for many years because of its imported nature and lacking of the innovative thoughtful 
filmmakers.  
 After Islamic revolution, among plenty of cinema works, familial films was statistically in high rank which 
was displayed sometimes successful or unsuccessful and stimulation different kind of reactions. In most of the 
works, familial struggles especially between spouses are the main center of the story which usually leads to 
separation and finally they rejoin to each other after a miracle. But the problems were never be rooted and there 
is no room for reasons of disputes and separation in Iranian families.  
 The main reason for failing these works can be related to lack of investigation on the desired subject, lack 
of awareness on dominate culture in Iranian families, Naivety,  paying too attention to stereotypes,  idealism 
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thinking, absolutism (absolute good and absolute bad). On the other hand, we have observed valuable works in 
familial films during the years after Islamic revolution which have achieved high stand in cinema history, the 
movies who could retell families` problems and difficulties, challenges and disturbance in Iran by showing a 
part of society and sometimes find a essential solutions for them, some of the movies informed the one with 
false mentality on Iranian families, men or women and offered correct image of them. Familial cinema is not at 
all comparable to before revolution and undoubtedly there is a wide gap between them [3]. 

 
Theoretical Framework: 
 About theoretical framework of discussions, it should be noted that since the study is representations of 
strengthening marital relationships in Iranian movies by analyzing the content of movies during the 2001 in Iran, 
two communicational theories namely use and gratification, agenda setting and a social theory of marital 
equality which seems more suitable are used.  

 
Questions: 
Single Variable Questions: 
1 – Are the subject of the movies is social? 
2 – Is the rhythm slow in movie scene?  
3 – Is there violence or understanding in studied movie scenes?  
4 - Does the content of the movies emphasize on commitment, trust, care and attention in spouses` relations?  
5 – Is the strengthening of the marital relations focused in the content of movie scenes?  

 
Some of the Questions on Relation: 
1 – Is there any relationship between rhythm of movies and strengthening of marital relationships?  
2 - Is there any relationship between antagonism in movies and strengthening of marital relationships? 
3- Is there any relationship between spouses` education and personality in movies scene and strengthening of 
marital relationships? 
4 - Is there any relationship between understanding, violence and trust in marital relationship in movies scene 
and strengthening of marital relationships? 
 
Methods:   
 This research was conducted using content analysis. Content analysis is a method by which the clear 
content of communicative message can be investigated objectively, systematically and quantitatively.  
 For this study, a coded instruction consists of 51 variables was set and thus the scenes of 13 films from 51 
movies of the 2001 analyzed. 

 
Research Techniques: 
 In this research, the category technique and evaluation have been used for data collection.  
 The unit of analysis in this study is "scenes" of the movies which consist of a number of plans are common 
in matter, time and space. 

 
Population:   
 In this study, our statistical population consists of all the movies in the 80s (from 2001 to 2011), which was 
released in cinema.  

 
Sampling Method: 
 In this study, sampling is synthetic or combinational with the two purposeful multi-stage techniques is used. 
Thus among movies, 13 films have been selected purposefully and all of the scenes equal to 400 were studied. 

 
Procedures for Data Collection: 
 In the paper, all data were prepared based on the guidelines and achieved by coded method as well as the 
SPSS software is used to simplify processing. After processing data, one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
tables were used for analysis. 

 
Result: 

 
Table 1: Distribution in terms of strengthening of the marital relationship. 

Options Frequency Percentage Net percentage 

There is 168 42.0 49.7 

There is not 170 42.5 50.3 

Total 338 84.5 100.0 

Irrelevant 62 15.5  

Total 400 100.0  
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 According to the table of frequency distribution (49), from totally 400 scenes examined in terms of 

strengthening of the marital relationship in the scene, there is no scene related to the strengthening of the marital 

relations in most of the scenes namely 170 scene equal to 5.42%, strengthening of marital relation can be seen in 

minority of the scene namely in the 168 scenes equal to 42 %.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Frequency distribution in terms of strengthening of marital relations. 

 
Table 2: Frequency distribution in terms of the scene rhythm. 

Options Frequency Percentage Net Percentage 

Fast 49 12.3 12.3 

slow 173 43.3 43.3 

Not fast Not Slow 178 44.5 44.5 

Total 400 100.0 100.0 

 

 According to the Table of Frequency Distribution (3) based on the scene rhythm, from a total of 400 scenes, 

most of them were not fast-not slow with 178 Scenes (5.44%) and fast rhythms with a 49 scene (3.12 percent) 

was related to the minority one. 

 
Table 3: Frequency distribution in terms of scene subject. 

Options Frequency Percentage Net percentage 

Romantic 13 3. 3 3. 3 

Social 377 94. 3 94. 3 

Cultural 10 2. 5 2. 5 

Total 400 100. 0 100. 0 

 

 According to the Table of Frequency Distribution (1) with respect to the subject of the scene, from the sum 

of 400 scenes, most of the scenes were with social subject equal to 377 scenes (3.94%) and the minimum were 

related to the cultural ones with 10 scenes (5 / 2 percent). 

 

Analysis of the Result: 

 In this section, chi-square test was used to examine the relationship between variables.  

 Q: Is there any relationship between the trust in marital relations in the examined scenes of movies and 

strengthening of the marital relations?  

 

Chi-Square Test1: 

 
Chi-square test DF Level of significance 

184.755 1 .000 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 76.55. 

 

 Judgment: According to the test, chi-square was calculated as 184.755 and degree of freedom was 1; with 

1% error and 99% confidence, we can say the relationship between the two variables is significant. On the other 

word, there is a significant relationship between two variables of trust and strengthening of the marital relations. 

 Q: Is there any relationship between the violence in the examined scenes of movies and strengthening of the 

marital relations? 

 

Chi-Square Test: 

 
Chi-square test DF Level of significance 

40.739 1 .000 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 47.36. 
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 Judgment: According to the test, chi-square was calculated 40.739, degree of freedom is 1, with 1% error 

and 99% confidence, and the relationship between the two variables is significant. On the other word, there is a  

significant relationship between two variables of violence and strengthening of the marital relations. 

 Q: Is there any relationship between the antagonist in the examined scenes of movies and strengthening of 

the marital relations? 

 

Chi-Square Test: 

 
Chi-square test DF level of significant 

38. 469 1 . 000 

0 cells (. 0%) have expected count less than 5.  The minimum expected count is 41. 63. 

 

Judgment: According to the test, Chi-square was calculated 38. 469, degrees of freedom were 1, with 1% 

error and 99% confidence so the relationship between two variables is significant. In other words, there is a 

significant relationship between the two variables of antagonist and strengthening of the marital relations. 

 

Chi-Square Test: 

 
Chi-square test DF level of significant 

165.142 1 .000 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 73.10. 

 

 Judgment: According to the test, Chi-square was calculated 165.142; degrees of freedom were 1, with 5% 

error and 95% confidence, so the relationship between two variables is significant. In other words, there is a 

significant relationship between the two variables of attention and caring in marital relation and strengthening it. 

 

Conclusion:  

 Considering the independent variables of scene subject and style, we find that movie producers give more 

significance to familial and social issues and problems and define them in familial frameworks, according to the 

agenda-setting theories in which the message senders are able to take a decision for audiences, the social 

problems are highlighted and directed audiences’` thought toward the mentioned problems. Also paying 

attention to the use and gratification theory, audiences seek to satisfy their needs and achieve to their goals so 

they select a program for themselves which meet their needs and choose movies which can obviate their own 

needs, families and young spouses also choose the films with social and familial theme to answer their marital 

questions and reflect their problems as well as give them a solution for solving them. 

 The selected rhythm in most of the films is not so fast of slow, it is not too fast in order to impact audiences 

mind and transfer the thought and beliefs to them, it should not be too slow because it may be boring for 

audiences and they may be dissuaded from watching it. From the educational and social level, the educational 

level of the spouses is high in most of the scenes.  

 According to the equal partner theory, selecting a person with equal educational level and social class is a 

criterion for marriage, as well as based on the agenda-setting theory, movie producers looking for showing a 

style of life in which spouses have high equal educational and social level and there is not strengthening in 

marital relations. 

 The theory is not conform to equal partner theory and show that the equal-partner theory are not described 

correctly because equal partner just be addressed in high educational and social level in which the strengthening 

of the marital relation cannot be seen. The producers can show the lack of strengthening of marital relation in 

spouses with unequal educational and social level to present the problems rooted from an unequal marriage. 

Therefore according to agenda-setting theory, the problem namely inequality of spouses in educational and 

social level can be highlighted which causes lack of strengthening in marital relations which leads to dispute and 

separation can be highlighted. There is not violence in most of the scenes; of course it can be seen sometimes.  

 The kind of violence is from men to women, according to agenda-setting theory; the violence scenes are 

devalued to consequently decrease the violence level in audiences` life also they intended to highlight the point 

in audiences’ mind that there is violence in most of the scenes and it is from men to women, in studied movies, 

the message sender pay less attention to the point that violence from women to men can threat the solidity of 

marital relations in most of the cases. On the variables such as commitment, trust, attention and care, autonomy 

and freedom, they are factors which are seen in most of the scenes and base on the agenda-setting, producers 

more focused on their existence and seek to highlight them in public mind.   

 The significance of the relationships between the variables and method of strengthening marital relations 

show that the producers pay attention to society and families as important part of it. But an overview to movie 

scene and looking at dependent variable of strengthening the marital relation show the lack of solidity despite of 
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having commitment, trust, attention and care, autonomy and freedom for lack of other essential factors such as 

equal partnership in different fields, lack of understanding. 

 The strengthening of the marital relations is not seen in 170 scenes and it is observed in 168 ones. Despite 

in general judgment, the strengthening is not occurred distant from the next statement, so the difficulty is not 

referred to not strengthening but it is for how to represent the relationships because the elements such as their 

mutual commitment of spouses, the reliability, care and attention, autonomy and freedom in marital life are 

considered separately in mass Medias. But they do not conduct transferring the message it in suitable frames 

accurately. So it is possible in general terms that viewers find however despite having all the factors, the movie 

failed to strengthen the marital relations. Cinema as a mass media is expected to pay more attention to how 

represent strengthening elements and causes of generally because not only the factors and elements are perceive 

separately but the method of representation is also important 
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